
 

 
 
 
 Contact:  
Shihan Robert Wiklund  
wiklunddojo@hotmail.com  
 
This Tournament is organized by Wiklund Dojo (Shihan Robert Wiklund)  
 
Dear Shihans, Senseis, Senpais and coaches.  
 
We are very grateful if you can assist with judges from all Dojo.  
 
This tournament is open to all organizations and countries!  
 
Location Strömsbro Sports hall Hillevägen 14  Gävle Sweden Time starting at 10.00 
am  
Weigh in on Wiklund Dojo Friday, Oct 4 2013  at 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.  
Starting fee Kumite 200kr (22€) 
Guests can sleep for free at the dojo  
It will be fine Trophy!  
Pay the competition fee to (Scandinavian students) bankgiro 233-7434 
Mark the payment “Name and Skandinavian 2013” Students from rest of the world 
may pay at the  
 

IBAN SE04 8000 0810 3490 4351 7656  

Bankens BIC SWEDSESS 

 

Application deadline is September  20th 

Poolsystem. 

Kids Rule  Kyokushin Karate in Swedish Karate Federation. 

With Children referred boys and girls from 7 years up to 11years old. 

Age refers to the actual age on tournament day. 

Children  compete  semi-contact for contact to the body. 

With semi-contact meas  Any contact to the head is prohibited Kick  performed with 

good control and the right technology to head.kick may only be 

marking and will stay 5-10 cm away from the opponent's helmet will be Waza-

ari.Clothing and protection in connection with the contest. 

 



 

 

Gloves white fabric may be used (not necessary with black boxing gloves) 

Chest plate that ties at the back (not chest protection Girls) 

Helmet 

Groin (boys) 

Shin guards that cover the shin and instep. 

Mouthguard. 

Braces of metal must be approved by the match referee and race doctor. 

Coach shall, throughout the competition wear tracksuit with a 

identification mark. 

Purpose Kids tournament. 

An introduction to tournament 

Instructive approach, judges and officials focus on teaching and explaining 

procedures and rules. 

 

Create condition for children to continue tournament. 

 Match time. 

Match time Children. 

1, 1.5 or 2 minutes and the possibility of one extension of 1 minute if the match is 

deemed to be draw. 

After one extension, if the match is still considered to be drawn, compelling 

Ruling select winners. 

Operative be based as follows: 

1st hand: Number of hits performed with correct technique. 

2nd hand: technical skill. 

3rd place: Domination in terms of who's for the match. 

Event Management and chief judge must decide for each match which classes 

should have a match time of 1, 1.5 and 2 minutes. The general rule is 2 minutes but 

match time can be shortened to 1or 1,5 mminutes. 

 

Disqualification by the opponent. 

Opponents would not carry out the match or give up during the match. 

Contact to any part of the body resulting in a knock out or knockdown will result in a 
disqualification. Only controlled contact to the body and legs is allowed. We have to 
protect the children.  



 

Waza-ari 
Kick  performed with good control and the right technology to head.kick may only be 
marking and will stay 5-10 inches away from the opponent's helmet. 

Good solid/strong punches to the body and kicks to the legs resulting in the 
competitor being unable to defend his/her self can be awarded waza-ari or ippon.  

 
Ashi-barai = fotsvep performed properly and that leads to the opponent is swept 
down and followed 
by Tsuki = one kind selected against the chest. 
Chapter 7 Match Result criteria for judgment. 

waza-ari 2st. Waza.ari together provide Ippon = match win. 

The chief judge along with the Tournament Doctor determines whether the athlete 
may 
continue the game after a waza-ari. 
 

 

 

For children, the warnings and fouls to be informative and easy to understand and 
even be seen in the perspective 
that in the first place is to protect the victim of unauthorized technology. 

 
 Criteria for Children. 

The competitor who shows:  

* timing  

* speed  

* distance  

* spirit  

* technical skill  



 

* kime 

 
Operative be based as follows: 
1st hand: Number of hits performed with correct technique. 
2nd hand: technical skill. 
3rd place: Domination in terms of who's for the match. 
 
 
Classes, Children. 

 
Boys Age. 
. 
- 7 years Actual age of tournament day . 
- 8 years of age on tournament day. 
- 9 years of age on tournament day . 
-10 Years Actual age on tournament day. 
-11 Years Actual age on tournament day. 

 
Girls: Age. 
 
- 7 years Actual age of tournament day. 
- 8 years of age on  tournament day. 
- 9 years of age on tournament day. 
-10 Years Actual age on tournament day. 
-11 Years Actual age at tournament day. 
 

 

Kyokushin Karate Semi Contact Junior (12-17 years) helmet 
 
Gloves white fabric may be used (not necessary with black boxing gloves. 

Helmet 
-Groin (boys) 
-Shin guards that cover the shin and instep. 
-Mouthguard. 
-Braces of metal must be approved by the match referee and race doctor. 
 
 



 

 
Kyokushin Karate Semi contakt Junior 
Match time is 2 minutes with the possibility of 1 extensions á 2 minute. 
 
Coach shall, throughout the competition wear tracksuit with a 
identification mark. 
 
Class semi-contact junior. 

 
14-17 years old Kicks  to the head may not be in the aim to "knock out" or damaging 
opponents but  as describe as skin touch.  

 
12 -13 years old kick carried out with good control. NOTE:  all contact to the head is 
prohibited. Kick  performed with good control and the right technology to head.kick 
may only be marking and will stay 5-10 inches away from the opponent's helmet will 
be Waza-ari . 

Good solid/strong punches to the body and kicks to the legs resulting in the 
competitor being unable to defend his/her self can be awarded waza-ari or ippon.  

 
Disqualification of the opponent. The opponent does not want to carry the game or 
give up during the match. 

Contact to any part of the body resulting in a knock out or knockdown will result in a 
disqualification. Only controlled contact to the body and legs is allowed. We have to 
protect the children.  

 
The chief judge along with the Tournament Doctor determines whether the athlete 
may 
continue the game after a waza-ari. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Criteria for decision.  

The competitor who shows:  

* timing  

* speed  

* distance  

* spirit  

* technical skill  

* kime  

Operative be based as follows: 
1st hand: Number of hits performed with correct technique. 
2nd hand: technical skill. 
3rd place: Domination in terms of who's for the match. 
 
 
 

Waza-ari  

14-17 years old a controlled kick to the head  as skin touch will be awarded waza-ari  
for juniors . 

Good solid/strong punches to the body and kicks to the legs resulting in the 
competitor being unable to defend his/her self can be awarded waza-ari or ippon.  

12-13 years old  Kick  performed with good control and the right technology to 
head.kick may only be marking and will stay 5-10 cm away from the opponent's 
helmet will be Waza-ari . 

 Good solid/strong punches to the body and kicks to the legs resulting in the 
competitor being unable to defend his/her self can be awarded waza-ari or ippon.  

A combination of effective techniques (consisting of the above criteria) performed in 
such a way that the competitor is overwhelmed can be awarded waza-ari.  



 

Disqualification  

Contact to any part of the body resulting in a knock out or knockdown will result in a 
disqualification. Only controlled contact to the body and legs is allowed. We have to 
protect the children.  

Allowed techniques:  

* all punches to the body  

* all kicks to head, except front kick to the head  

* all kicks to the body and legs  

Forbidden techniques:  

* all punches and blows to head, neck and back  

* all kicks to any part of the knee, crotch and back  

* front kick to the head (jodan mae geri)  

* knee kicks towards the head (jodan hiza geri)  

* jumping kicks (tobi hiza geri etc.)  

* kagato otoshi, uchiro mawashi geri  

* punching or kicking the adversary while laying on the floor  

* Failing to obey the referee’s instructions during the bout, or making comments to 
the referee  

* leaving the tatami on different occasions during the fight  

* producing indecent, disrespectful and aggressive behaviour  

* grabbing and pulling  

* Any other techniques or practice that the referee of the contest shall decide is 
improper or unfair  

 



 

 

 

Breakdown age for both boys and girls are: 

Boys: Age: Weight  

12-13 years 

- 40 kg, -50 kg, - 60 kg, 70 kg and 70 kg + 

 

 

Class 2 

  14-15 years 

- 50 kg - 60 kg, 70 kg and + 70 kg class 3 

  16-17 years 

- 50 kg - 60 kg - 70 kg, -80 kg + 80 kg 

 

Girls: Age:  

   12-13 years 

- 30 kg - 40 kg, -50 kg, - 60 kg, 60 kg + 

 

Class 2 

  14-15 years 

 - 40, - 50 kg - 60 kg - 70 kg, 70 kg + class 3 

  16-17 years 

  - 50 kg - 60 kg - 70 kg, 70 kg + 

  If there are not enough participants in a group we will distributed the group as     

evenly as possible maximum 10 kg different . 


